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An Analysis of the Finite Element Method

Using Lagrange Multipliers

for the Stationary Stokes Equations

By Richard S. Falk*

Abstract.  An error analysis is presented for the approximation of the stationary

Stokes equations by a finite element method using Lagrange multipliers.

1.   Introduction.  The purpose of this note is to examine a finite element method

using Lagrange multipliers for the stationary Stokes equations.   Such a method is men-

tioned in [4] although specific details of the analysis are not provided.  In this paper

we shall present an analysis from a different viewpoint and then obtain error estimates

under different hypotheses than considered in [4].   A similar approach has been used

in [9] to analyze a finite element method using Lagrange multipliers for a second order

elliptic boundary value problem with Dirichlet type boundary conditions.  Some other

finite element methods for the problem we consider here can be found in [5], [6], [7],

[8] and [13].

We will consider then the approximation of

Problem (P): Find u = iux, . . . , uN) and p defined on £2 such that

- vAu + grad p = /   in Í2,

div   u = 0    in £2,

u = 0   on 3Í2,

where u is the fluid velocity, p is the pressure, /are the body forces per unit mass, and

v > 0 is the dynamic viscosity.

The approach we will take is to consider Problem (?) in the following form.   Let

a(u, v) denote the bilinear form

w    a:*     a-*au      our       v^    ou      ou   ,
\n" 2- ~a-T~ dx

J       t^\ °xi    ox¡

and (u, v) the [¿2(£2)] N inner product ¡au • v dx.   We then seek a function p €

L2(il) such that

(div u (p), q) = 0    for all q 6 L2(Sl),

where u (p) is the unique solution in [//¿(fi)] N of a(u (p), v) = (f - grad p, v) for

all ~vE [H1(Sl)]N.  It is easy to show that (u(p), p) solves Problem (P).
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The approximation scheme is then

Problem (Ph):   Find pn G Th (SI) such that

(1) (div un(Ph), qh) = 0    for all qh G Th (SI),

where uh(ph) is the unique solution in [Tn (Sl)]N of a(uh(ph), vh) = (/- gradpft,

¡^) for all vH G [Tn (Sl)]N.   [Tn (Sl)]N and Tn (SI) are finite dimensional subspaces

of [H^(Sl)]N and L2(Sl), respectively, and will be defined later.

We note that these equations can also be obtained by applying the method of

Lagrange multipliers to the constraint div v = 0.

In the next section we describe the notation and principal ideas to be used in the

derivation of the error estimates.

2.  Notation.   Let Í2 be a bounded domain in RN with smooth boundary dSl.

For m a nonnegative integer, let Hm(Sl) denote the Sobolev space of order m of func-

tions defined on SI with norm

NU=(  £     WDav\\l)   ,   where ||ir||0 = |M|2

Let Hq(£1) denote the Sobolev space of functions in Hl(Sl) which "vanish" on bSl.

For vector-valued functions v = (vx, . . . , vN) let [//m(f2)] N be the space of v

with components u¿ G //m(í2) and let

W^m=(ZiW¿

Finally, for convenience, define ||ü|||. = a(u, îî).  We remark that \\v~\\E is a norm

on [H¿(Q,)]N equivalent with the ||u||, norm.

The following facts will be needed in the derivation of the error estimates.

Lemma 1   (see Teman [13]).  Let Í2 be an open set of class 0s, s > 2, and let

/G [//f-2(£2)]N and g G Hs~l(Q,) be given with fngdx = 0.   Then there exist

unique functions u and p  (p is unique up to a constant) which are solutions of the

generalized Stokes problem

- v Au + grad p = f   in SI,

div u = g   in £2,

->    -*■
u = 0   on 3 £2,

and satisfy uE [Hs(Sl)]N, p G If'1 (SI), and the estimates

H«"H, + IIPll,-l/R <   Ç,lH/ll,-2  +HSll,-l}> I>1,

where C0 is a constant depending only on v, s, and SI.

(llPll,-i/R=hrfllP +*",-.)•
\ ' cGR /
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Lemma 2 (e.g. see [12]). Let w(p) be the weak solution of the equation

- v Aw(p) = — grad p with boundary condition w = 0.   Then //grad p G [Z,2(S72)]N,

w(p) G [H2 (SI)] N and ||w(p)||2 < C||gradp||0, where C is a constant independent of p.

Lemma 3.   Let wip) be the weak solution of the equation - vAw(p) =

- grad p with boundary condition w(p) = 0. If p G L2(Sl)/R, then w(p) G [//¿(Í2)]N

and \\p\\0 ,R < CJIvv^p)!!^ < C2||p||0,R for some constants Cx, C2 independent of p.

Proof.

llpll0/R=inf||p + c||0<||p- cl0
cfc R

(where c = (p(Sl))~ifnp(x)dx and p(Sl) denotes the measure of SI).   Let (z, i//) be

the solution of the generalized Stokes problem

— vAz + grad i// = 0 in SI,

div   z = p - c    in SI,

z = 0 on dSl.

Then by Lemma 1, z exists and is unique, and satisfies \\z \\F < C\\p - c\\0 for some

constant C independent of p.  Hence

\\p - c\\2 <(p - c, div z) = (- gradp, z)

= a(w(p), z) < \\w(p)\\E \\z*\\E

<C\\w(p)\lE\\p-c\\0.

Hence,||p\\0/R <C\\w(p)\\E.  Also,

|2 _ - ->-Hvv(p)ll¿- = (grad p, w(p)) = (grad [p + c], w(p))    (for all constant c)

= (p+c, div w(p)) < Up + c||0|| div w(p)||0 < (VÑ/v)\\p + c||0||w(p)||£-.

Hence, ||w(p)||£<C||p||0/R.

We now introduce the finite dimensional subspaces we will be using in our approx-

imation scheme.   Following Babuska [4], we will define for all 0 < A < 1 a one-param-

eter family of finite dimensional subspaces which we will denote S^,k(Sl).  We call

S*,-k(Sl) a it, fc)-system for t > k > 0 if

(Al) Sj;k(Sl)CHk(Sl).

(A2) If y G H1 (SI) and 0 < s < k < I, then there exists 4>h G S£*(Í2) such that

110 - <t>h\\s < Chß\\<p\\t, where ^i = min(/ - s, t - s) and C does not depend on s, A, or

0.  Note that the function 4>h may be different for different s.

If the function <t>h can be chosen independently of s, then the system will be

called regular.  We say that the regular system S¡l,k(Sl) is strongly regular if its mem-

bers satisfy

Il0/l||í<dr(í-m>||0jlm    for0<m<s<k.

One final hypothesis that such systems may satisfy which we will require is

(A3)  For 0 G H'(SI) n H¿(S1), (A2) is satisfied by a <¡>n G S¡;k(Sl) n H1 (SI).

Systems satisfying these various hypotheses are constructed in [1] and [2].
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We now proceed with the derivation of the error estimates.

3.  Error estimates.

Theorem 1.   Suppose /G [Hr~2(Sl)]N and u = u(p) is the solution of Problem

(P).  Let uhiph) be the solution of Problem (Pft) with Tn (SI) a itx, kx)-system satis-

fying (A3) and Th (SI) a strongly (t2, k2\regular system with tx > 2, kx > 1, and

k2> I. If h2> Khx for K sufficiently large (K a constant independent of hx), then

there exists a constant C independent of A and u such that

n^(p) - "¿phA +\\p-ph\\r 2|. < ch"mr-2,
Li       j R

where A = max(Alf A2) and p = min(r - I, tx — 1, r2).

Proof.     Since w(p) is the solution of Problem (P), (div u(p), q) = 0    for all

q G L2(Sl).  By (1), (div uhiph), qh) = 0    for all qh G Th¿Sl).    Hence

(div [u(p) - uhiph)] ,qh) = 0 for all qn G ^(íí).  Now

■2

->

H"(P)- "fc(Pfc)ll| = aiu(p)- uh(ph), u(p)-u(qn))

+ a(u(p) - uhipn), uiqh) - uiph))

+ a(u(p) - un(ph), u(ph) - uhiph)).

We first observe that

a(u(p)~ uh(ph), u(qh)-u(ph)) = (grad(p„ - qh), u(p)~ uh(pn))

= -(Ph-4h' d»v["(P) - «h(P/i)]) ~ 0

by the result obtained above.  Applying the Schwarz inequality to the remaining two

terms and collecting terms, we obtain

Muip) - uhipn)\\2 < \\u(p) - u(qh)\\2E + \\u(pn) - uh(Ph)\\2E.

By Lemma 3, llw(p) - u(qn)\\E < Clip - qn\\0-  Hence, we obtain

\\u(p) - uhiPh)\\E <C[\\p- qn\\0 + \\u(pn) - uniph)\\E].

Now by Lemma 3,

IIp-PaIIo/r<cII^(p)-"(pä)II£

< C[\\u(p) - un(ph)\\E + \\un(ph) - uipn)\\E].

Combining these results, we get

(2)   \\uip) - unipn)\\E + ||p - p„||0/R < C[\\p - qh\\0 + \\uiph) - uhiph)\\E].

Using the approximation assumption (A2), the first term on the right of (2) is

bounded by CA22 where p2 = min(r - 1, t2).  In order to estimate the second term

we need to make use of the strong hypotheses we have made in the theorem about the

approximation properties of the subspaces and their relationships.  Now
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\\u(ph) - uhiph)\\E < || [uiph) - uip)] - [uhiph) - uhip)] \\E + \\uip)-uhip)\\E.

Since

aiuiq) - uhiq), 7h) = 0    for all zh G [7^(0)]",

we have for all ?„ and vh G [Th (SI)]N that

\\"(Ph) - "hiPft)!!/? < W»iPh) - "(P) ~ *nh + ll«"(P) " »Je

<Chx\\uipn)-u(p)\\2 + Ch^\\u(p)\\r,

where px = mini/ - 1, tx - 1) (by using (A2)).

Now

II" (Ph)~ "(P)ll2 ** C||grad(p - Ph)\\0    (by Lemma 2),

->•
< C|| grad (p - ph - c)\\0    (for all constant c)

<C||p-p/j -c||, <C[\\p-qh\\x +\\qh -ph -ell,]

<C[\\p - qh\\x + Ch21\\qn - ph - c\\0]    (by strong regularity)

<C[\\p-qh\]x +Ch21\\qn-p\\0+Ch21\\p-ph -c||0].

Applying the approximability assumption (A2), we obtain

ll^(Ph)-"/l(P/l)ll¿?<CA1[A^_,||p||r_1 + Ch-'Wp - pn - c\\0] + CA?Hl^(p)|L

< Chxhß22~l\\p\\r_x + CK-l\\p -ph- c||0 + CA^II^P)!!,.

Hence,

\\u(ph) -uh(ph)\\E < Chxh^-l\\p\\r_x + CK-'Wp - Ph\\0 jR + Ch^\\u(p)\\r

(since the previous equation held for all constant c). Since llpllr_t and ll«(p)llr are

bounded by C||/||r_2 by Lemma 1, we have after collecting terms that for K suf-

ficiently large

W»(P) - »h(Ph)HE + HP - P/A/R <C[hß22 + hX2'1 + A?i] ||/|L_2.

The theorem follows by setting A = maxQix, A2).

Theorem 2. Suppose /G [Hr-2(Sl)]N and u = u(p) is the solution of Problem

(P). Let uhiph) be the solution of Problem (Vn) with Th (SI) a (tx, kx)-system satis-

fying (A3) and Th (SI) a (t2, k2)-system with kx> I, k2>0. (Note that Tn (£2)

need not be strongly regular.) If there exists vh G [Th (Sl)]N with (div vn, qh) = 0

for all qh G Th (SI) such that

\\u-tjx < afxHu(p)\\r,

then
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ii¿f(p)-«„(p/.)iii <cvmr-2.

where p = min(r - l,px,t2) and h = max(At, A2).

Proof   Using the same argument as in Theorem 1, we have

II«"(P) - "A(P/,)lli = a(" (P) - uhiph), uip) - uiqh))

+ aiuip) - uhipn), uiph) - uhiph)).

Since a(zh, uiph)-uhiph)) = 0 for all în G [Th (SI)] N, it follows that for all tn

[ThiiSl)]N,

a(uip) - uhiph), uiph) - uhiph)) = a(u(p) - vh, u(pn) - un(pn))

= a(uip) - vh, uipn) - uip)) + a(u(p) - vn, u(p) - uh(ph))

= («(p)- vh,gTzdip - ph)) + a(u(p)- vh, u(p)- un(ph))

= (div[u(p) -vh],ph -p)+ a(u(p) - vn, u(p) - un(pn))

- idiv[uip) - vh], ph - qh) + (div [uip) ~vh],qh - p)

+ a(u(p) - vh, u(p) - uhiph)).

Since div u(p) = 0 and ph - qhE Tn (SI), we have for all vh G [Th (Sl)]N with

(div vh, qn) = 0 for all qh G Thi(SÏ) that

H«(P) - "/,(Pa)H| < a("(P) - "h(P„)> "(P) - "il„))

+  (div[u(p) - vj ,qh -p) + a(u(p) - vh, u(p) - un(ph))

< \\u(p) - uh(ph)\\E\\u(p) - u(qh)\\E + ||div[M(p) - vh]\\0\\qh - p\\0

+ \\u(p)-vh\\E\\u(p)-uh(ph)\\E.

Applying the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality and Lemma 3, we obtain

\\u(p) - uhipn)\\E < C[\\uip) - vjx +\\p- qn\\0]

<CÄ^||p||r_, + Ch12\\uip)\\r

(by (A2) and the hypothesis of the theorem), where p2 = mini/ - 1, t2).   Hence,

applying Lemma 1, we obtain

\\uiP)-thiph)\\E<chn7wr_2,

where p = min(r — I, px, t2) and A = max(A1; A2).

Remark 1.  One easy application of Theorem 2 occurs in the following case.   Sup-

pose SI is a convex polygon in R2.  Although the regularity result of Lemma 1 no
—>

longer applies, we know by a recent result of Kellogg and Osborn [10] that if /G

[Z,2(Í2)] 2, then uip) G [H2(Sl)]2 and ||«(p)||2 < C||/||0.   Suppose we construct a

triangulation A of SI and define Th (SI) = {u: v is continuous on Í2, quadratic on each
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triangle A' of A, and zero on 9Í2} and

Th (Í2) = [q: q is constant on each triangle K of A}.

By a result in [5], there exists an element vn G [Th (SI)] 2 such that

(3) (div «„,$„) = ()    for all <7h G r„2(i2)

and \\u(p) - vh\\x < Ch\\uip)\\2.  Hence, by Theorem 2,

H"(P)-«*(P/.)lli <CA||/||0.

The key point is that not all the elements of [Tn (Í2)]2 have to satisfy (3).  As long as

one element does, we get the error estimate.

Remark 2.  In the case described in Theorem 2 (i.e. without the inverse assump-

tion and relation between the mesh sizes), it is no longer necessarily true that ph will

be unique in L2(Sl)/R.  However, it is easy to verify that if there is any solution ph to

Problem (Pft), then uhipn) exists.  Furthermore, if pn, p2, are two solutions of Problem

(Pft),then^(p¿) = ^(p2).  We have

K(P¿) - "h(P2h)U2E = K(P¿) - "h(P2hl ^dip2 - p1,))

= (div [«„(P¿) - uhip2)], pn - p2) = 0,

since (div uh(pk), qh) = 0 for all qh G Th (SI),  k=l,2.
2 _>

The above result also gives us uniqueness of uh(ph) in the case of Theorem 1.

The existence and uniqueness of pn   (in L2(Sl)/R) are easily proved under the hypoth-

eses of Theorem 1.  By Lemma 3,

IIP¿-PX/R<  C\\u(p1n)-u(p2)\\E

= CWuipl) - H(p2n) - [uh(pl) - unip2)]\\E

< C||^(p¿) - tip2) - ~zh\\E      for all zH G [7;fti(í2)]^

(since aiuiq) - tniq), \) = 0   for all tTft G [Tn ¿SI)] N)

<Chx\\u(p1n)-t(p2)\\2       (by(A2))

< Chx || grad(pn - p2)||0      (by Lemma 2)

< CAj || grad (p¿ - pi - c)\\0      (for all constant c)

< (Chilh2)\\Plh -P\- c\\0      (by strong regularity).

Hence,

IIp¿-p*II0/r<cíí:-1IIp¿-p2i1o/r.

which implies that for K sufficiently large \\plh - p\ ||0,R = 0.
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By an extension of the duality argument we have the following estimates for the

error in [L2(Sl)]N.

Theorem 3.  Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1,

\\uip)-uhiph)\\0<Ch>i+1\\f\\

where p = min(r - I, tx - I, t2) and A = maxihx, h2).

Proof   Let (w, Q) be the solution of

r-2'

-vAw + grad ß = w(p)- uhiph)   in SI,

div   vv = 0    in SI,

w = 0    on dSl.

Then,

W"iP) - uniPh)\\l = iuip) - thiph), - vAw + grad Q)

= aiuip) - uhiph), w) - (div[uip) - uhiph)], Q).

Now by the definitions of uip), uhipn) we have

aiuip) - uhiph), vh) = (grad ph - p, vh) = (p -ph, div vh)

for all vh G [ThiiSl)]N, and (div [uip) - ~¿hiph)], qh) = 0 for all <?„ G r^(í2).

Subtracting, we obtain

->     ->
II" (P) - «fc(PÄ)Ho = a(" (P) - u/t(Ph)' w - »h)

-idiv[uip)-~u~hiph)],Q-qh) +(p -pn,diw[vn -w])

< \\u(p) - thipn)\\E\\w - vn\\E + || div [uip) - uhiph)] ||0 II Q - qh\\0

+ IIP - PÄllo/Rlldiv[^ -^]Ho

< CA"||7L2 • CA,l|w||a +CA'i||/||r_2<:A2||Ôll1

+ CAM||7i|r_2CA1||w||2 (by Theorem 1 and (A2)).

Since ||w||2 4- HgHj < C||w(p) - uhÍPn)\\0 by Lemma 1, we have upon collecting

terms that

llu(p)-«h(pÄ)llo<CA'1+1||/||r_2)

where p = mini/ - l,tx - 1, t2) and A = max(A1; A2).
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